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Todd Bienvenu, Record series

With harsh overhead fluorescent lighting and far too many opportunities for art selfies
in mirror sculptures, the environment of a contemporary art fair is enough to give any
person image issues. But at EXPO Chicago, located at the iconic Navy Pier, the faces
around us have started to look a little, well, fucked up. Warped heads, melting bodies,
and mutated faces bubbling with paint have become an undeniable art trend at the fair,
with artists like Genieve Figgis, Vanessa Prager and José Lerma giving a hyper distorted
play on the classic style of abstract portraiture.
From the grotesque to the surreal to the slightly nauseating, these […] artworks from
EXPO Chicago deserve a second, or third, glance. And don’t worry–they won’t mind if
you stare.

Genieve Figgs at half gallery

Vanessa Prager at The Hole Gallery

With a unique painting style that bleeds and swirls the fleshtones of the antiquated
subjects, Irish painter Genieve Figgis’ Renaissance-style portraiture exudes a surreal
and hypnotizing eeriness. Like a haunted house’s family portraits, there’s an element of
black magic in those melting, grinning face.
Vanessa Prager’s tactile portraits manipulate paint into a stretched, spiky surface,
hightenting features of faces and sometimes even making them unrecognizable.
It seems that the more you stare, the less human the paintings become.

Todd Bienvenu Nevermind, 2016 Oil on panel,12 by 12 inches

With a bright and relaxed painting style, Todd Bienvenu’s 100 paintings of his favorite
recordsfirst feels like a teenage shrine to the greats, but at closer glance takes on a strange
abstraction of the recognizable classics.The paintings of album covers from Nirvana's
Nevermind to Kanye West’s My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy become something else: a
distorted vision of a vision of a vision

